Walk on Water

Arr. Madelyn Curtin

Opb. 30 Seconds to Mars

Voice

Select people

Soprano

Doyou be-lieve__ Walk on wa-ter do you be-lieve__ Walk on wa-ter

Alto

ah

Alto 2+Bass

Walk on wa-ter

drop

3

Vo.

VP Dubstep Solo

Can you ev-en see what you're fight-ing for?

S.

S.

S.

A.

A.
Blood lust in a holy war
List-en up, hear the patri-ots shout

In the end the choice was clear
Times are chang-ing humm

Times are chang-ing
Times are chang-ing

Electronic slide down, then up, a la recording
10

Take a shot in the face of fear. First up in the firing line

12

Select people

Times are changing. Oh oh oh

Times are changing. ah ah ah

Times are changing.
Do you be-lieve that you can walk on wa-ter?

Do you be-lieve that you can win this fight to-night?

Do you be-lieve?
Look at the sky, see a dying star
White lies, it's a man on fire

Ooohhh
Uuuhh
Uuahh

Making love with the devil hurts

Ooohhh

Times are changing
Vo.  

A thin line, the whole truth  
The far-right, the left view

S.  

A thin line, the whole truth  
The far-right, the left view

S.  

the whole truth  
The far-right, the left view

A.  

The far-right, the left view

A.  

I'm breaking all those promises made

Vo.  

doo ooohhh

S.  

Top line - 1 person belted riff

S.  

Times are changing

A.  

Times are changing

A.  

Electronic slide down, then up, a la recording
Do you believe that you can walk on water?

Do you believe that you can win this fight tonight?
Do you believe that you can walk on water?

Do you believe that you can win this fight tonight?
All 2s: "Do you believe"
All 1s: "Walk on water"

Do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter

Do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter

ah

Do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter

ALL 2s: (Same chord as verse 1)

Do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter

oooaahh

Do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter do you believe__ Walk on wa- ter
Do you believe_ Walk on water 
do you believe_ Walk on water

Soloist can riff
43

Do you believe that you can walk on water?

Oh oh

45

Do you believe that you can win this fight tonight?

STEP ENDS

Oh oh

Vo.

S.

A.

A.
Select people

Do you believe?
Walk on water?

Do you believe that you can walk on water?
oh

Oh oh oh oh oh
Soloist continues to riff

Do you believe that you can win this fight to-night? Do you believe?

Walk on water Do you believe?

Select people:

Select people:

Oh oh oh oh oh oh
Walk on water

ah

oh